Guardianship as Genocide and Slavery and How Freedom of Information Can Let Others Know if Persons Are Losing Rights in Certain States
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Guardianship May Be Like Slavery or Genocide as Guardians are Given Rights to Decide For Persons in Certain States or Nations and the Persons are Denied Rights to decide. Freedom of Information Act Programs Allow Other Nations or States to Know If Their Citizens or Persons of Their Ancestry are Being Held Without Rights Under Guardianship. Some Nations or States Have FOIA Programs While Others Probably Do Not Have Such Right to request records.

I was able to contact or email all the countries beginning with A, B, Z, V, France, Luxembourg, Germany, Lithuania, Cook County Guardian, Cameroon, Cambodia, and the Nobel Prize comment email. People are coming to the US and other nations and losing all rights under guardianship. Freedom of information act (FOIA) requests can be used in the United States to learn about what nation's citizens are held without rights there, but the question can be raised also if other nations hold US citizens under guardianship without systems such as Freedom of Information Act requests.

Illinois and other states may be doing genocide/slavery by taking away rights to decide of people with differences and disability under guardianship. Over 1.6-5 million people are under adult guardianships in the United States and over 1.5 million people are in US nursing homes. Statutes which state that "the guardian may be given the right to make all important personal decisions for you" are morally problematic and should be changed, so that people with disabilities have rights to decide. (ILCS 755 ILCS 5/11a-10) Illinois Probate Law for disabled adults is problematic as, under the Americans with Disabilities Act, UN Convention on Rights of Disabled, Rehabilitation Act of 1973, disability discrimination is illegal. Just as genocide is denying existence to people, denying rights to persons may be genocide. Some Illinois and Cook County courts deny phone use, visitation, fresh air away from second hand smoke, where family is, religious services, dental services, consent, chemicals used, caregiver reimbursement, mail, coming home, museums, zoos, parks, reunions, resources to people and families. Shots and medication without consent given by some Illinois doctors/guardians are associated with loss of hand use, shaking, cough, and other side effects. Some Cook County sheriff staff respond with arm twisting and pushing from buildings in response to concern with these loss of rights of people with disability. Much like National Socialist Germany, Illinois may take away your rights under guardianship and use your resources to fund a corporation involved in weapons and missiles sales. Abe Lincoln said "As I would not be a slave, so I would not be a master." (August 1, 1858) Illinois guardianship seems similar to slavery, so Lincoln's concerns have been forgotten by some.

I can do a Freedom of Information Act FOIA on Behalf of citizens of your nation to see if Illinois or Cook County are holding your citizens against their will here under guardianship. You can do the FOIA request at this site as well http://www.hfs.illinois.gov/foia/ Your family, as my mother and I did, may clearly request phone use, visitation, fresh air away from second hand smoke, toothpaste, toothbrush, floss, clothes, tissue, dental services, birthday visits, coming home, chemicals used without consent, consent, and Illinois Courts, Cook County Guardian and Department of Public Health may still deny those requests to make money for the state and County. Illinois guardians may not hold your citizens under guardianship against their will now, but Illinois guardians may have held your citizens against their will in the past too.

With a donation if you want, I can try to see if County or state guardians have taken the rights and resources of your citizens in the past. If you view that as private, good, but Illinois still does deny the rights of some people who come here and live here using guardianship. France has some historical concern with liberty, equality and fraternity.

Freedom Of Information Act requests may not be available in some other nations. Some people may have lost all rights in other nations as well. The Freedom Of Information Act program in some states such as Illinois gives people some chance to know if families or persons are being denied rights in a state or by a nation.
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